
Printer, Scanners & Mobile Computers

            e are specialized in providing quality labelling 
           services and barcode solutions worldwide. Our 
labels are produced with extra customer design and 
satisfaction based on the customer's desired design.
       Our products and services are handled by trained 
and qualified personnel, ready to provide you the exact 
quality of service you need at anytime. As a result, 
customer's specifications and delivery schedules are 
always made on time.

W

Barcode Scanners & Mobile 
Computers
     We provide barcode scanners of all 
designs to our customers up on request. 
The scanners range from hand held 
devices, both wired and wireless, to 
fixed mounted scanners. Smart Label 
offers quality mobile computers to 
customer up on request. These computers 
range from handheld device (portable) 
fixed or mounted computers with both 
wired and wireless network accessible. 

Thermal Transfer RibbonsThermal Transfer Ribbons
     We offer durable and advanced quality ribbons ranging from ribbons used 
for general purposes such as Resins, Wax, Wax-Resin and high-ended resin 
ribbons. We are able to use ribbons with high lubrications, low energy requirements 
and high ink sensitivity to match labels designed for optimal quality equipments. 
This technology has helped us improve the life of the equipments especially the 
print head of the printer.

Barcode Printers
    We provide a wide variety of printer 
series which are excellent in delivering 
printing solutions for business, private 
and professional purposes.These 
printers could be used at retail points 
of sale, shelf labeling, product marking, 
healthcare specimen labeling, patient 
tracking, inventory, asset management, 
small offices or home offices and mailing 
offices.
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Auto ID & Label Solutions
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 ลดเวลา   ลดคาใชจาย

 เพิ่มกำไร   งายตอการใชงาน

สตอกสินคางาย ๆ ใครก็จัดการไดสตอกสินคางาย ๆ ใครก็จัดการได

โปรแกรมบริหารจัดการสตอกสินคา

Software Application
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